LESSON 7 Questions for discussion – Know Your Enemy
The Rothschilds Part 3
1. Who was financially behind the establishment of the Jewish homeland in Israel? The Rothschilds.
2. What organization was formed in 1897 for this purpose? The Zionist Congress.
3. Settlements were encouraged on Rothschild purchased land, what problem did they encounter? Jews were comfortable in Europe and did not want to go.
4. Theodor Herzl indicated what kind of encouragement was needed to motivate the Jews to return? They needed to suffer.
5. Albert Pike had predicted what? Three World Wars, each for a specific purpose.
   a. What were those purposes?
   b. WW I? – Create a Jewish state, Balfour Declaration in 1917.
   c. WW II? – To pit twin mechanisms of communism and Christian capitalism against each other to destroy nations and sovereignty (dialectic) to create a superstate; and ultimately destroy religion and atheism and bring pure Luciferian Antichrist system (New Age).
   d. WW III? – Battle to destroy the Jews, waged by Muslims.

Are the Jews to Blame?
6. Why does the world blame the Jews for the world’s problems? The Rothschilds (bankers) claim to be Jews. The Rothschilds are seen as evil bankers, fomenting wars and suffering, the Rothschilds were behind the establishment of Israel, therefore the world blames the Jews for the sins of the Rothschilds – the Jews are not to blame for the world’s problems, they are God’s people.
7. What is the meaning of the Blue hexagram (the Star of David)? The Red hexagram was a symbol used by the Rothschilds. The Rothschilds controlled the Zionist Congress whose symbol was the red hexagram. The flag of Israel retained a blue hexagram. It is not found in the Bible.

The United Nation’s Background

Spiritual United Nations

World Core Curriculum
10. What is being promoted in the field of education to promote world government and world religion? Curriculum designed by the United Nations to “steer our children toward global citizenship, earth-centered beliefs, socialist values and the collective mindset which is becoming a requirement for the 21st Century workforce.”

War On Parents
11. How does the United Nations view the family? Family loyalty viewed as a hindrance to achieving world government, believes that children should not be taught right or wrong (situational ethics), believes that teaching concepts of God is injurious to children and needs to be undone in school.
12. What has the feminist movement taught women? To think of motherhood as inferior to a career – promoting UN goals of destruction of family units.
Unity vs. Truth
13. Unity cannot allow opposing truth statements, therefore what can we say about the unity of Ecumenical Movement promoted by some churches? Compromises are required to achieve unity between denominations – discarding core belief differences. To achieve unity we have been conditioned to believe there is no such thing as absolute truth. Therefore absolute truth must be discarded. The Bible makes clear that truth must always come before unity.